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Setting up of a Library at Anappantham Tribal Colony

A tribe is a group of people that share ancestry and cultures, while living

in their own enclosed society. Their status is regulated wholly or partially by

their own customs or traditions or by special laws or regulations. Indigenous

and tribal peoples are often known by national terms such as native peoples,

aboriginal peoples, first nations, adivasi, janajati, hunter-gatherers, or hill tribes.

Culture distinguishes humans from animals. Preservation of culture is essential

for our identity. India is a unity of diversity of culture that is the most important

feature of Indian society. Tribal culture is one of them which shows the unique

identity of the tribal population in the nation.On 21/1/2020 the NSS Units of

Sacred Heart College in association with the department of history organised a

visit to the Anappantham tribal colony and the NSS Volunteers helped in setting

up a library for anganwadi students at Anappantham tribal colony. Tribal

development efforts would be catapulted from survival issues to achieving

significant development gains through productivity enhancement, diversity in

occupation, and reduced migration, thus resulting in higher economic

prosperity.



The NSS Coordinators, NSS Volunteers, the respective Volunteers of

Anappantham tribal colony give the necessary items to the Anappantham Tribal

kids.



The library that the NSS Volunteers helped in building for the Anappantham

Tribal Colony.

List Of Volunteering Students

Organised by : National Service Scheme and Department of History

Date and Venue: 21/1/2020 , Anappantham Tribal Colony

Duration of the Programme : 4 Hrs

Targeted audience: NSS Volunteers, Students of History Department and citizen

Anappantham Tribal Colony

Sl.
No.

Name of the Student Department &
Class

1. ASHLEE VARGHESE I B.A HISTORY

2. NAYANA M.VIJAYAN. I B.A HISTORY

3. SWATHY KRISHNA I B.A HISTORY

4. ARUNIMA T.S I B.A HISTORY

5. KEERTHANA C.ANTU I B.A HISTORY

6. ANISHA K.A I B.A HISTORY


